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 ARTICLE INFO   ABSTRACT 
 

 

Purpose:  To evaluate the status of intraocular pressure in patients having pseudo exfoliation 
syndrome.  Study Design: Descriptive cross-sectional study.  Duration and Place of Study: 
Department of ophthalmology, Mayo  hospital LAHORE from November to March 2019. Methods 
and materials: This was a comparative cross-sectional study that included 25 patients having pseudo 
exfoliation syndrome. Out of 25, the 9 were males subjects, and 16 were female. The mean age was 
43± 20.2 years. A retrospective plan review was performed on patients with the diagnosis of pseudo 
exfoliation syndrome who were diagnosed after slit-lamp examination and intraocular pressure was 
measured by air-puff tonometer and confirmed by Goldmann applanation tonometer. Results: Results 
showed the male and female ratio, in which females are more prevalent than males i.e. 64% and 36%. It 
is shown that patients had age 45-60 years were taken. Patients between the age 45-47 years had 12%, 
patients with the age range of 48-50 years had 12% and the age group of 51-53 years had 36%,54-57 
years had 16 % and 58-60 years had 24%.  Results showed that the intraocular pressure (IOP) in 
diagnosed pseudo exfoliation syndrome and it explains the maximum of 17mmhg-19mmhg intraocular 
pressure in 72% of the patients while 20% patients had 20mmhg-23mmhg and only 08% of the patient 
had intraocular pressure 14mmhg-16mmhg.  Conclusions:  It is concluded that pseudo exfoliation 
syndrome is more common in females as compared to males. Most of the pseudo exfoliation population 
of my sample size showed intraocular pressure from 17mmhg to 19mmhg.The high iop is seen in 
patients having age greater than 53 years. Therefore it is also associated with age factor. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Pseudo exfoliation syndrome is a systemic disorder in which a 
fibrillar, protein substance is produced irregularly in high 
concentrations inside ocular tissues. It is the most prevalent 
cause of secondary glaucoma globally, and the most common 
cause of unilateral glaucoma.1 In a U.S. population, the 
Framingham Eye Study showed that the complete prevalence 
of pseudo exfoliation syndrome is to be 0.6percent in 52-
64years old, increasing to 5percent in 75-85years old.2 
Furthermore, the subsequent pseudo exfoliation glaucoma 
reacts poorly to medical treatment as compared to glaucoma 
that can lead to prompt progression of optic nerve damage.3 

Pseudo exfoliation syndrome is a systemic disease with 
primary ocular manifestations characterized by deposition of 
whitish-grey protein on the lens, iris, ciliary epithelium, 
corneal endothelium, and trabecular meshwork.4  
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It is the most significant that not every person with pseudo 
exfoliation syndrome will develop pseudo exfoliation 
glaucoma. Signs of pseudo exfoliation syndrome can generally 
be identified during slit-lamp examination. Clinical 
examination using biomicroscopy has a sensitivity of 
85percent and specificity of 100percent.5 A simply identified 
sign of pseudoexfoliation is white, flaky substance on the 
pupillary margin of the iris and front surface of lens.6The lens 
often shows a “three-ring sign” on the anterior capsule of the 
lens, which contains a central zone of visible exfoliation 
material measuring 1-3millimeters in diameter, combined with 
central clear zone and peripheral cloudy ring.8 The central area 
is commonly well determined and can have curled edges. The 
central clear area is supposed to be formed by the posterior 
surface of the iris rubbing off the pseudoexfoliative substance 
form of lens. This results in the loss of iris pigment, which can 
lead to transillumination defects.9 The pigment granules can 
often be seen to accumulate in the trabecular meshwork. The 
peripheral cloudy ring of the lens is normally visible after 
dilation.  
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It should be noted that more than 20percent of patients with 
pseudoexfoliation syndrome connected with narrow angles; 
hence, the anterior chamber depth of these patients should be 
evaluated before dilation to avoid precipitation acute angle-
closure glaucoma.10 Gonioscopy exposes pigment accumulated 
on the trabecular meshwork, usually marked inferiorly, along 
with pigment about the Schwalbe’s line. Furthermore, 
pseudoexfoliation substance has been known on the iris 
surface, corneal endothelium and zonules.11 Pseudoexfoliation 
glaucoma normally presents unilaterally with intraocular 
pressure that tends to increase than patients with primary open-
angle glaucoma. The higher Intraocular pressure perceived in 
pseudoexfoliation glaucoma may lead to rapid optic nerve 
damage and visual field loss.12 When symptoms occur in one 
eye, the contralateral eye must be observed and monitored, 
meanwhile, pseudoexfoliation glaucoma will develop in the 
other eye in more than 40percent of these patients.13 

 

Poor pupillary dilation reaction is an indirect result that is 
observed frequently in patients with pseudoexfoliation 
syndrome and resultant glaucoma. This is thought to be 
associated with iris dilator muscle atrophy and may cause 
difficulties in cataract surgery. These eyes also have weak 
zonular attachments, and make problems in cataract surgery.14 

A comprehensive record may show a family history of 
pseudoexfoliation syndrome. A slit-lamp examination with 
intraocular pressure measurement can manifest many results of 
pseudoexfoliation glaucoma. It is also necessary to examine 
the anterior chamber angle to make sure secure dilation, a 
dilated fundus examination with stereo disc images performed 
to detect any glaucomatous changes. Visual field testing may 
be essential to verify for any distinctive peripheral visual field 
loss and to determine the possible stage of glaucoma.15 It is 
possible to use different images of the fundus to identify and 
monitor glaucomatous modifications in the retinal nerve fiber 
layer and optic disc. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) 
enables the retinal nerve fiber layer to be evaluated for any 
changes. Heidelberg retina tomography (HRT) is a new 
imaging study that can give readings and images of the optic 
disc and retinal nerve fiber layer. Both OCT and HRT can be 
used to aid in the diagnosis and follow-up of patients with 
pseudoexfoliation glaucoma.16 

 

 Pigments accumulate on the trabecular meshwork and anterior 
segment structures also in pigmentary glaucoma. Pigmentary 
glaucoma is caused by pigment dispersion syndrome, an 
autosomal dominant disorder of pigment released from the iris 
epithelium.17 More than a few treatment options exist for 
pseudoexfoliation glaucoma, and every patient should be 
treated. Intraocular pressure lower medications to lower 
intraocular pressure are less useful in pseudoexfoliation 
glaucoma as compared to Primary open-angle glaucoma, but 
they are used commonly as first-line treatment. These 
medications include Beta Blockers, selective Alpha2 Receptor 
Agonists, topical and systemic Carbonic Anhydrase Inhibitors, 
Prostaglandin Agonists, and Sympathomimetics. After that, 
therapy comes is Argon Laser or Selective Laser 
Trabeculoplasty (ALT or SLT). Mainly researches have shown 
good response to Argon Laser or Selective Laser 
Trabeculoplasty. Some time ago, Laser Trabeculoplasty starts 
to put on; patients with pseudoexfoliation glaucoma tend to 
show a rise in intraocular pressure and the increase is more 
than primary open-angle glaucoma patients.  

If medicine and laser treatment do not properly regulate 
Intraocular Pressure, a protected filtration process may be 
performed.19 Pseudoexfoliation glaucoma has a poorer 
prognosis than Primary Open Angle Glaucoma because the 
Intraocular Pressure is not that much high relative to POAG, 
but the poor response of pseudoexfoliation glaucoma to 
medication leads to the damaged optic nerve and visual field 
defects that progress more rapidly and more seriously.13 

Patients with pseudoexfoliation syndrome are at higher risk of 
cataracts development and are more susceptible to 
complications at the time of cataract extraction. Poor pupil 
dilation damaged zonular fibers, and synechiae between the 
iris and peripheral anterior lens capsule, make the cataract 
surgery technically more complex. Additionally, there is a 
higher frequency of capsular rupture, vitreous loss, and 
zonular dehiscence through cataract extraction in patients with 
pseudoexfoliation syndrome. Postoperative complications of 
cataract extraction are also raised in pseudoexfoliation 
syndrome; including redness, posterior capsular opacification, 
and capsule phimosis syndrome and Intraocular lens 
decentered.20 

 

Pseudoexfoliation glaucoma tends to follow an impulsive 
course, as it may be comparatively benign or progress quickly 
to complete optic nerve damage. Due to the unstable condition 
of patients with pseudoexfoliation glaucoma who show 
increasing intraocular pressure should be examined every one 
to three months. If topical treatment is initiated, the patient’s 
Intraocular Pressure should be reviewed in three to six weeks. 
Patients receiving laser trabeculoplasty should also be 
reviewed within three to six weeks. Patients with 
pseudoexfoliation syndrome have no confirmation of 
glaucoma so usually not treated, but they should be monitored 
every 6 to 12 months as they are at higher risk of developing 
glaucoma.21 The pseudoexfoliative substance blocks the 
trabecular meshwork, promoting the accumulation of pigment 
and cellular debris. This creates an obstruction of channels by 
which aqueous humor usually flows into the Schlemm's 
canal. This is held to be the causative factor for chronic 
elevations of Intraocular Pressure and the growth of 
pseudoexfoliation glaucoma.22 

 

Exfoliation fibers aggregates have been identified in the skin 
and autopsy specimens of heart, lung, liver, kidney, gall 
bladder and cerebral meninges in two patients with visual 
PXF.8 The deposits were concentrated in the interstitial 
fibrovascular connective tissue septa of these organs, 
commonly adjoining of elastic fibers, elastic microfibrils, 
collagen fibers, fibroblasts and  the walls of small blood 
vessels.23 In the Blue Mountains ocular Study (Australia), PXF 
connected certainly with a history of Hypertension, Angina, 
Myocardial Infarction, or Stroke, indicative of vascular effects 
of the disease. In other research, 50percent of persons with 
pseudoexfoliation had cardiovascular disease, three times the 
rate of the impassive subjects. Pseudoexfoliation was 
considerably related with Aneurysms of the abdominal aorta, 
but not the carotid artery occlusion.24 

 

METHODOLOGY 
 
This was a comparative cross-sectional study; the sample size 
was determined by a randomized controlled method which 
included 25 patients having pseudoexfoliation syndrome; 9 
were males subjects, and 16 were females.  
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Patients having other ocular pathologies were excluded from 
the study; Data was collected after informed consent; The 
mean age was 43± 20.2 years. A retrospective plan review was 
performed on patients with the diagnosis of pseudoexfoliation 
syndrome who were diagnosed after slit-lamp examination and 
intraocular pressure was measured by air-puff tonometer and 
confirmed by applanation tonometer. 
 

RESULTS 
 
Demographic Specification: Table 1 explains the male and 
female ratio, in which females are more prevalent than males 
i.e. 64% and 36%, respectively. 
 
 

Table: 1 Gender wise distribution of the sample 
 

Gender Frequency 

Male 9 
Female 16 
Total 25 

 
Table 2: Age-wise distribution 

 

Age Frequency 

45-47Years 3 
48-50 Years 3 
51-53 Years 9 
54-57 Years 4 
58-60 Years 6 

Total 25 

 
Table: 3 Intraocular pressure in  diagnosed pseudoexfoliation 

syndrome 
 

Intraocular pressure Frequency 

14mmhg-16mmhg 8 
17mmhg-19mmhg 72 
20mmhg-23mmhg 20 

Total 100 

 

It is shown in the table above patients having age 45-60 years 
are taken. Patients between the age 45-47 years, patients with 
an age range of 48-50 years, and the age group of 51-53 years 
are having a population of 12%, 12%,36% 16%, and 24% 
respectively. 

 Table 4. Intraocular pressure in  diagnosed pseudoexfoliation 
syndrome association with Age 

 
Intraocular pressure Age 

14mmhg-16mmhg 45-47 
17mmhg-19mmhg 48-53 
20mmhg-23mmhg 54-60 

Total 100 

 
Table 3 describes the intraocular pressure in diagnosed 
pseudoexfoliation syndrome and it explains the maximum of 
17mmhg-19mmhg intraocular pressure in 72% of the patients 
while 20% of patients are having 20mmhg-23mmhg and only 
08% of the patient is having intraocular pressure 14mmhg-
16mmhg. Table 4 describes the intraocular pressure in 
diagnosed pseudoexfoliation syndrome and association with 
age it explains the maximum of 17mmhg-19mmhg intraocular 
pressure is seen in patients having age 48-53 years old  while  
the patients having age 54-60 years old recorded high iop 
20mmhg-23mmhg and patients having age 45-47 years old  is 
having intraocular pressure 14mmhg-16mmhg. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
Recent studies have shown that the lens epithelium, trabecular 
meshwork, iris, ciliary processes, conjunctiva, and periocular 
tissue are useful reserve for pseudoexfoliative material. The 
substance is difficult to be removed and floats in the aqueous 
humor, in which it is filtered and deposited in the trabecular 
meshwork. All this collects in the trabecular vicinity and 
focally collapses in Schlemm’s canal. This reduces aqueous 
humor outflow and increases Intraocular Pressure from 
18mmHg-22mmHg. However, Pseudoexfoliation syndrome 
notably predisposes the ones to the increase of intraocular 
pressure, and its consequences glaucoma is 15percent-
30percent of instances.   
 
Pseudoexfoliation syndrome happens in all regions of the 
globe. Researchers were able to define pseudoexfoliation as a 
reason for more than fifty percent of cases of Open-Angle 
Glaucoma in Scandinavian nations. Furthermore, a few 
research show a higher incidence among women than men. An 
additional maximum threat is increasing age, as 
pseudoexfoliation syndrome may appear in people below 50 
years of age and increases with age.25Moreover extreme 
uveitis may additionally cause a membrane on trabecular 
meshwork and  causes intraocular pressure greater than 
25mmHg.26 Like, pseudoexfoliation glaucoma,  any trabecular 
disorder increases Intraocular Pressure.  
 
Though pigmentary glaucoma has an early age of onset, high 
ocular pressure generally develops in 20 to 40year old 
sufferers. In pigmentary glaucoma there is mostly a vertical 
pigment band at the corneal endothelium, termed as 
Krukenberg’s spindle or Zentmeyer line—a function hardly 
ever discovered in pseudoexfoliation glaucoma and intraocular 
pressure varies from 16-24mmHg. Pigment and 
pseudoexfoliation glaucoma may additionally have iris 
transillumination defects. Moreover, the defects in pigmentary 
glaucoma are in the radial section of peripheral iris, while in 
pseudoexfoliation glaucoma are more patchy and in the 
direction of the margin of the pupil. The iris in pigmentary 
glaucoma tends to have a concave periphery which is another 
distinguishing feature.27 
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Conclusions 
 
It is concluded that pseudoexfoliation syndrome is more 
common in females as compared to males. Most of the 
pseudoexfoliation population of my sample size showed 
intraocular pressure from 17mmhg to 19mmhg. The male and 
female ratio mention ratio here, in which females are more 
prevalent than males i.e. 64% and 36%.  atients who had age 
45-60 years are taken. Patients between the age 45-47 years, 
patients with an age range of 48-50 years, and the age group of 
51-53 years are having a population of 12%, 36%,16%, and 
24% respectively. Results showed that the intraocular pressure 
in diagnosed pseudoexfoliation syndrome and it explains the 
maximum of 17mmhg-19mmhg intraocular pressure in 72% of 
the patients while 20% of patients had 20mmhg-23mmhg and 
only 08% of the patient had intraocular pressure 14mmhg-
16mmhg. 
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